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SUMMARIES 
In the years around 1732, Alexis Fontaine des 
Bertins (1704-1771), member of the French Royal Acad- 
emy of Sciences from 1733 on, worked out a dual- 
operator differential calculus to solve problems in 
"families of curves." Within six years a calculus 
of several variables had emerged out of this work. 
These developments, discussed at greater length 
elsewhere [Greenberg 1981a, 19821, are summarized, 
with additional general reflections and the correc- 
tion of one error. Together the discussions comple- 
ment the excellent, recently published account of 
"families of curves" and the origins of partial dif- 
ferentiation in the works of Leibniz, the various 
Bernoullis, and Euler [Engelsman 19821. Co-n con- 
cerns nwtivate the works of all of these mathemati- 
cians. At the same time, certain differences in 
conception in Fontaine's work highlight the creativity 
of one of the lesser known eighteenth-century mathe- 
maticians. 
Vers 1732, Alexis Fontaine des Bertins (1704- 
1771), qui sera membre de l'Acad&n.ie des Sciences d&s 
1733, m'solvait des probl&nes de families de courbes 
2 l'aide de deux op&ateurs diffgrentiels. Par la 
suite, en moins de six ans, il glabora un calcul 
diffgrentiel 2 plusieurs variables. Dans le p&sent 
article, nous r&umons une analyse plus d&aill&e de 
cette &olution parue ailleurs [Greenberg 1981a, 19821 
en y ajoutant quelques Gflexions g&&ales et en 
corrigeant une erreur. L'ensemble de nos articles 
complgtent l'excellente e'tude [Engelsman 19821 sur les 
familles de courbes et sur l'origine de la diffe'rentia- 
tion dans les oeuvres de Leibniz, de certains Bernoulli 
et d'Euler. L-es m&es p&occupations se retrouvent 2 
la base des oeuvres de chacun de ces math&aticiens. 
Les diffgrences de conceptions rencontre'es par ailleurs 
dans l'oeuvre de Fontaine illustrent la cre'ativiti de 
l'un des mathgmaticiens les nwins connus du XVIII'= 
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Urn 1732 entwickelte Alexis Fontaine des Bertins 
(1704-1771), von 1733 an Mitglied der kzniglichen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, einen dualen Operator f&- 
Differentialrechnung, urn so Probleme verschiedener 
Kurvenscharen zu l&en. Innerhalb von 6 Jahren re- 
sultierten aus diesen Arbeiten Differentialprozesse 
fir mehrere variablen. Im folgenden Artikel werden 
diese Entwicklungen (genauer beschrieben in [J. L. 
Greenberg, Annals of Science 38, 251-290 (1981); 39, 
1-36 (1982) 1) zusammengefasst und allgemein diskutiert, 
zudem wird such ein Fehler behoben. Mein Artikel 
ergkzt die k&zlich ver;ffentlichte ausgezeichnete 
Arbeit :ber zhnliche Probleme in Kurvenscharen und 
iiber die Vrsprunge von partiellen Differentiationen bei 
Leibniz, den Bernoullis und Euler [S. B. Engelsman, 
Families of Curves and the Origins of Partial Differ- 
entiation (Utrecht, 1982)]. Die Problemstellungen 
sind sich shnlich, und trotzdem zeigen wichtige Vnter- 
schiede in der Konzipierung den kreativen Genius von 
Fontaine, einem der weniger berzhmten Mathematiker des 
18. Jahrhunderts. 
Fontaine's calculus, called the "fluxio-differential method," 
involved the application of two independent, first-order, Leib- 
nizian differential operators, * and d, acting on quantities 
defined in terms of finite and infinitesimal variables and sub- 
ject to the usual rules: 
A+B=A+B, 
. 
z = AB + BA , 
d(A + B) = dA + dB, d(AB) = AdB + BdA. (I) 
The quantities upon which both * and d were to operate could 
depend either on independent or dependent variables or both [l]. 
Moveover, the two operations were assumed to commute; i.e., 
d(... -y =a(...). (II) 
The d was standard Continental notation. How Fontaine learned 
about fluxional notation * remains unclear. It is a part of the 
largely untold story of the transmission of the mathematics of 
Newton and his British disciples to the French [Greenberg, 1981b]. 
In Fontaine's case it is more than likely that his one-time men- 
tor Louis-Bertrand Castel, professor of mathematics and mechanics 
at the College de Louis-le-Grand and a staunch advocate of Newton 
in mathematical matters, played a role [Greenberg 1982, S-91. 
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Why did Fontaine introduce a second, independent differen- 
tial operator at all? His initial purpose was to solve problems 
that involved differentiation between or across curves, or "dif- 
ferentiation from curve to curve." The difficulty was that the 
geometric entity--the individual curve--was central to the very 
concept of differentiation in the Leibnizian, single-operator 
differential calculus, at least in the beginning. Differentia- 
tion only took place along individual curves, for reasons dic- 
tated by the geometry of planar curves of the time [Bos 1974- 
1975, 5-91. How to conceive of and to formalize differentiation 
across or between curves was a problem on which Leibniz and the 
various Bernoullis had expended considerable labor earlier 
[Engelsman 19821. Fontaine, in turn, with his introduction of 
a second, independent differential operation, had introduced his 
own somewhat different way of handling such problems. 
Let us imagine a family of planar curves (Fig. 1). 
Figure 1 Figure 2 
Let F be a quantity defined in terms of coordinates or variables 
associated with the curves in the family. Then P represents an 
"infinitesimal" difference in F along one curve in the family, 
while dF represents an "infinitesimal" difference in F between 
two neighboring curves in the family. The foremost thing to keep 
in mind is that a certain view of curves dictates the directions 
of the formalization of the calculus; coordinates or variables 
will play but a secondary role. This is done in accordance with 
the geometric underpinnings of the Leibnizian calculus, as men- 
tioned above. 
Employing his calculus of two operations and reducing the 
problem to the first-order ordinary "differential" equation for 
the cycloid in 1732, Fontaine derived the local brachistochrone 
in a void [Fontaine 1764, l-31. To do so he introduced alternate 
paths of motion, which neighbor the minimal curve sought. These 
variations of the minimal curve, together with the minimal curve 
itself, constitute a "family of curves" (Fig. 2). Motion along 
each member of the family takes place in accordance with the same 
"differential" equation of motion--G(G, v, +) = O--for a partic- 
ular function G, where x is the vertical distance traversed (the 
ordinate in rectangular coordinates) and v is speed. Fontaine 
applied the d in his 2-operator "fluxio-differential method" to 
the members of a suitably chosen class of these variations, to- 
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gether with the appropriate minimal condition 
B/ (2gx) l/2 + i?/(2gx')1/2 = a minimum, 
where s is arc length. Taking 
d(k/(2gx) l/2 + 6'/(2gx') l/2) = 0 
to represent the minimal condition, Fontaine arrived at the 
"differential" equation 
G/X l/2 - s = a constant 
for the cycloid. The method of handling the problem, apart from 
the particular notation for the two kinds of differentials, is 
remarkably similar to Lagrange's later solution of the same prob- 
lem, as described by Woodhouse [1810, 85-861. 
Following this, Fontaine again used his 2-operator calculus 
to solve for the tautochronous (or isochronous) curves in resis- 
tant media [Fontaine 17341. In this problem there is a "differ- 
ential" equation of motion of the form 
G(i,i,y,jl) = 0 3 
(1) 
where z is the ordinate in rectangular coordinates, x is arc 
length, and y is speed. There is also a condition 
FL(G./y) = T(X), (2) 
where FL ("Fluent'l) stands for the inverse of the * operation, 
so that FL(i/y) is just total elapsed time of traversal of a seg- 
ment of the curve sought, and T(X) is a given function of the 
segment's total arc length X. (In effect, the tautochrone, 
which is the problem when T(X) E a constant, was just a special 
case of a more general problem investigated by Fontaine.) In 
this problem, the members of the relevant "family of curves" are 
simply segments of the curve sought--that is, they all lie along 
the very curve in question. All of the segments share a common 
endpoint, and each segment was envisioned, in effect, in terms 
of initial conditions on the speed of ascent or descent along the 
tautochrone sought. In other words, if v denotes the speed of 
descent, say, along the segment whose total arc length is X, 
then v-= v(x, X) at the terminus of the piece of the segment of 
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Figure 3 Figure 4 
arc length x, where v(x, X) = 0, provided x = X. In this way 
Fontaine envisaged the curve sought as decomposed into a family 
of segments, each member parametrized in terms of its arc length 
X, and thereby giving rise to a "l-parameter family" of curve 
segments (Fig. 3). This rendered the d in Fontaine's dual- 
operator calculus relevant to the problem, since this operation 
was designed for differentiating between neighboring members in 
a family of curves. Fontaine's genius was to have interpreted 
the tautochrone, a planar curve along which motion occurs in 
accordance with equation of motion (I), as constituted itself 
of a "family" of curve segments, each member of which is deter- 
mined by an initial condition on motion, and along which motion 
satisfies the equation of motion (1). 
The problem, as Fontaine had formulated it, led to certain 
peculiarities in the operator formalism which did not arise in 
the case of the brachistochrone. The reason is that, unlike the 
brachistochrone, the tautochrone is actually built up of the 
members of the relevant "family of curves." In particular, since 
neighboring members of the family all but coincide, the . and d 
operations "can't tell each other apart," so to speak, as far as 
differences in arc length x along a member or "between" neighbor- 
ing members go. That is, in the case of such a family of degen- 
erate neighbors, there is nothing "between" neighboring members, 
so that i and dx are virtually indistinguishable; that is, 2 = dx 
(Fig. 4). A similar phenomenon arises when the operators are 
applied to any quantity F defined by means of coordinates of the 
segments in the family that constitutes the tautochrone, but which 
are independent of initial conditions (consequently, independent 
of X). For example, the tautochrone itself, built up of its com- 
ponent segments, each of which is determined by an initial condi- 
tion on speed of ascent or descent along itself, is simply a 
planar curve in space; thus, for example, the rectangular coor- 
dinates of the space curve as functions of arc length x are entire 
ly free of initial conditions and, hence, are independent of X. 
If f = f(x) is such a function, then it follows that f = df for 
the same reason that j, = dx. (Indeed, f(x) 5 x is itself simply 
a special case.) In other words, when neighboring members of the 
"family" degenerate, the two operators also degenerate along with 
them (the two kinds of differences becoming, for all intents and 
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purposes, virtually indistinguishable) provided, of course, that 
they operate on a function defined only for arc length x and not 
dependent on initial conditions in X as well. 
In dealing with the tautochrone, Fontaine introduced differ- 
ential coefficients, which were at that time a rather novel device. 
The important use that Euler was to make of such coefficients is 
a principal theme in [Bos 1974-19751. Letting z = z(x) denote the 
ordinate in rectangular coordinates of a point at the terminus of 
the piece of the space curve sought, whose arc length is x, 
Fontaine defined p, q, and r by 2 = pi?, i = qx, and 4 = ri. He 
also introduced an unspecified transformation (I = @(x, x), where 
dx = @dx, $(O, x) = 0, and (p(x, x) = 1. It is important to note 
that in a l-parameter family of curves, the value of the para- 
meter attached to a particular member of the family is a constant 
with respect to differentiation along that member. Meanwhile, 
differentiation across or between members of the family entails 
the treatment of the,parameter as a variable--indeed, even the 
appearance of the nonzero quantity dX. Fontaine was not the first 
to introduce "differentiation with respect to a parameter"; his 
predecessors had already used it in attempts to extend the Leib- 
nizian single-operator differential calculus to families of curves 
[Engelsman 1982, 28-30, 72-741. Where Fontaine differed from them 
was in his introduction of a second, independent operation, d, to 
deal with this problem. Using the transformation 4, he introduced 
the differential coefficients y, X, and !.,I, where 4 = y,, q = )\G-, 
and i = l.&. Applying his 2-operator calculus, Fontaine reduced 
the problem of the tautochrone to a pair of equations 
(PY + &)/2Y = PI (63/n)y f  A)/2y = Tl/n 
in differential coefficients (l/n is a constant appearing in the 
equation of motion (l)), which can be consolidated into a single 
second-order ordinary differential equation for z = z(x), express- 
ed entirely in terms of differential coefficients, i.e., an ordi- 
nary "differential equation" as opposed to an ordinary "differen- 
tial" equation. This distinction is another of the major themes 
in [Bos 1974-19751. The abscissa w(x) of a point on the tauto- 
throne, as a function of arc length x, could subsequently be 
found in terms of the solution of this equation by means of the 
relation 
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In the process of determining the equation for z = z(x), Fontaine 
made use of 
. 
dX = 0. 
a result that follows from the fact that X is a constant quantity 
for a given segment in the "family," so that X = 0 along that 
segment. But then d(8) = d(0) = 0 is true as well, from which 
& = d(X) = 0 follows as a result of the commutativity of the d 
and - operations. Moreover, Fontaine used the fact that z = s(X) 
and i = pi +p = p(x), and p = p(x) and i = qi 3 q = q(x) to 
conclude that dp = qdx. This is just a case of the degeneracy 
of the 2-operator formalism mentioned above: since i = dx, and 
p = p(x) => 5 = dp, the quotients t/G and dp/dx are equal as 
well, and dp = qdx simply follows from dp/dx = i/i f q(x) [Z]. 
From the standpoint of earlier work by the Bernoullis and 
Euler on the problems of the brachistochrone and tautochrone, 
it is perhaps surprising that Fontaine chose to view such prob- 
lems as problems in "families of curves" at all. The brachi- 
stochrone played no role in the genesis of the partial differ- 
ential calculus in the works of Leibniz and the Bernoullis 
[Engelsman 1982, 401. They did not interpret the brachistochrone 
as a problem in "families of curves." Nor was the tautochrone 
customarily looked at in terms of such families. yet Fontaine 
took both as prototypes of this kind of problem! Moreover, in 
neither case is the relevant "family of curves" known at the out- 
set--no more so than the unknown curves sought. So, in a sense, 
this type of problem was interpreted by Fontaine as the converse 
of the standard problem in "families of curves" in which such a 
family was given at the outset: then the problem was to find a 
curve or curves satisfying some property determined, in some spec- 
ified way, by the members of the family--for example, the sought- 
after curves might intersect the members of the given family 
orthogonally (i.e., the "orthogonal trajectories"; see, for exam- 
ple, [Engelsman 1982, Chap. 33 for a thorough discussion of this 
particular problem). The variations of the brachistochrone, and 
the constituent segments of the tautochrone, do, of course, deter- 
mine the curves in question in each of these two problems. HOW- 
ever, it is still important to remember that in neither case is 
the relevant "family of curvesll actually given at the outset. 
Fontaine's genius was to have conceived of a converse problem, in 
which there was a "family of curves" envisioned as part of the 
problem implicitly, but one that is no more known at the outset 
than is the curve that is sought. In so doing, Fontaine set the 
brachistochrone and tautochrone within the framework of the "fam- 
ilies of curves" to which his "fluxio-differential method" was 
tailored. 
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In 1737 Fontaine went on to solve similar problems in the 
more traditional context--namely, given a "l-parameter family of 
curves," find the synchrones determined by the members of the 
family and the so-called "trajectories" determined in various ways 
by the members of the given family [Fontaine 17371. Already in 
his memoir 117341 on tautochrones, Fontaine made brief, somewhat 
arcane allusions to the applicability of his 2-operator "fluxio- 
differential method" to such problems, which he expressed at that 
time either as a finite equation Gfx, y, p) = 0 or an ordinary 
"differential" equation G(x, y, 2, G, p) = 0 for a given l-para- 
meter family of curves parametrized by p, where x and y are 
rectangular coordinates, and where the members of the family are 
subject to conditions of the following kind: for a given family 
of curves whose members emanate from a common origin, the curve 
sought intersects the members so as to make all portions connect- 
ing points of intersection to the common point have the same arc 
length FL(x2 + 6') l/2 . Alternatively, the area FL (yi)under each 
intercepted portion should be the same [Fontaine 1734, 3791. As 
in the tautochrone, a pair of equations expresses such problems 
(see Eqs. (1) and (2)). But they are in fact the converse of the 
brachistochrone and tautochrone, insofar as families of curves 
are actually given in them at the outset. 
By 1737, however, Fontaine had recourse to a single differ- 
ential operation, and he changed his notation accordingly. By 
means of the calculus of several variables, he reduced the prob- 
lems of the synchrones and similar problems to first-order dif- 
ferential equations. Specifically, Fontaine introduced and ex- 
ploited the so-called "homogeneous function theorem" in two 
independent variables: if dF = Adx + Bdy, where the expression 
F = F(x, y) is homogeneous and of degree R in x and y (viz., 
F(hx, xy) = h”F(x, y) ) , then the differential coefficients A and 
B satisfy the equation nF = Ax + By. 
How did Fontaine arrive at this theorem? In 1738 he derived 
an integrability condition for a total differential equation in 
three variables, 
dx + cr(x,y,p)dy + r(x,y,p)dp = 0 (4) 
[Fontaine 1738; Clairaut & Nicole 17391. The total differential 
and the integrability condition for a total differential equation 
in three variables are important, if elementary, instances of the 
calculus of several variables. Fontaine's derivation of this con- 
dition is no longer extant. However, clues left by his contempo- 
raries enable us to reconstruct how he probably proceeded (or at 
least to reconstruct a derivation that must be very close to his 
own). It is then but a short step to imagine by what means the 
homogeneous function theorem emerged in his work the year before. 
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Having been preoccupied with families of curves for at least 
six years, Fontaine very likely thought of the solutions to (4) 
as a family of curves, x = x(y, p), parametrized by p. Indeed, 
there can be little doubt that this was the ease, because of 
Fontaine's original reason for introducing Eq. (4) in the first 
place. Fontaine was mainly interested in integrating the general 
first-order ordinary differential equation, 
dx + a(x,y)dy = 0 . (5) 
NOW, Eq. (4) reduces to such an equation for constant values of 
Similarly, by setting p equal to a constant in solutions of 
&. (4), a solution to Sq. (si, corresponding to that particular 
value of p, is obtained. Fontaine believed that if E;s. (4) were 
simple enough (that is, if it were homogeneous in x, y, and p), 
it would be easier to integrate than (5). Specifically, Fontaine 
had extended his homogeneous funqtion theorem to three or more 
variables, which, in the 3-variable case, could be used to defer- 
mine the integral of a homogeneous, integrable equation (A). The 
problem, then, was to pick, in (5), in the event-that IZ(X, y) is 
inhomogeneous in x and y, a suitable constant which, when varied, 
would lead to an equation (4) in homogeneous form. (If a(~, y) is 
homogeneous in x and y, (5) can be integrated without further ado 
by means of the homogeneous function theorem in two variables.) 
If Fontaine was to carry out his program, he had ta determine 
a suitable l~(x, y, p) for a particular choice of a constant p 
(which was allowed to vary) in the term c%(x, y) of Eq. (5). The 
idea was to choose values in such a way as to make the resulting 
equation (4) not only homogeneous, if a(~, y) were now treated 
as ah, Ye ~1, but integrable as well. Constructed in this way, 
Eq. (4) resembles the complete differential equation that appears 
in the work of some of Fontaine's predecessors. The early history 
of this equation can be found in [Bos 1974-1975, 43-441 and in 
[Enqelsman 1982, 105-1101. In effect, the varying constant p 
played the role of a parameter, and Fontaine very likely took the 
solutions of (4) to be l-parameter fadlies of curves--though in 
fact they need not be ]31. But when solutions do take this form, 
the a-operator flu&o-differential method, which may be brought 
to bear m any family of curves, qan be applied to the prgblem. 
If F = F(x, 3), where x is some coordinate or variable de- 
fined along a curve in a family of curves and a is the parameter 
that runs over the family (if the family is parametrized), the 
general rules of the 2-operator calculus give simply 
dF = Adx + Bda and ; = Ai, (6) 
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where A and B are differential coefficients like those defined 
above. These rules are easy enough to derive--but it suffices 
to check them for, say, a "limiting" case; namely, where neigh- 
boring members of a family of curves degenera,te, as in the tauto- 
throne, ; = dx is true. So, if F is a quantity defined in terms 
of x, but independent of the parameter a (i.e., F = F(x)), then 
P and dF should turn out to be virtually indistinguishable. This 
is indeed the case, for if we let 2 = dx and B = 0 in (6), then 
F = df follows. 
At first, Fontaine very likely envisioned a problem like the 
solution of Eq. (4) in terms of (6), that is, as 
dx(y.p) = -a(~ (Y ,P) ry ,p)dy - T(~(Y,P) ,y,p)dp, (6.1) 
ki(Y,P) = -a(x(y,p),y,p)j, 
since this would have been appropriate in the event that solutions 
were taken to be families of curves x = x(y, p), parametrized by 
P- The problem, then, is to determine what, if any, integrability 
conditions are entailed in order to have families of curves x = 
x(y, p) as solutions. 
With this in mind, we have the following general result, 
which can easily be derived using the "fluxio-differential method": 
Let 
dA=Cdx+Dda, ’ A = Cir and dB = Edx + Fda, i$ = E;c (6.2) 
define the differential coefficients C, D, E, and F in terms of 
A and B (which appear in (6)). Assuming the conunutativity of d 
and *, so that b;r= d(G), & = d(a), and * = d(i), it follows 
that 
D = E. (7) 
This result depends in part upon the fact that a particular value 
of the parameter a is constant along that curve in the family to 
which it is attached, and that, consequently, a = 0 along that 
curve, from which it follows that d(i) = d(0) = 0 as well. (It 
should be pointed out that (3) is simply a special case of this.) 
It is impossible to exaggerate the similarity between the calcu- 
lations used to obtain this result and the earlier calculations 
for the tautochrone; indeed, the former quite literally imitate 
those used to solve (1) and (2) [4]. 
Applied to (6.1), this result is simply an integrability 
condition. But before turning to this case, the * and d nota- 
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tions will be replaced by d and 6 notations, so that (6) now 
appears as 
SF = A&x + B6a, dF = Adx. (6.3) 
The original * notation is unsatisfactory for constructing "whole 
symbol " notation for differential coefficients; moreover, "whole 
symbo 1" notation dA/dx was an innovation that Fontaine introduced 
around this time 151. It is easy to see that the basic rules (I) 
for applying differential operations translate into structurally 
similar rules governing calculations with differential coeffi- 
cients [61. Moreover, with the change in symbols, (7) becomes 
(7.1) 
This result, then is ultimately a consequence of the commuta- 
tivity of the operations (II). Similarly, (6.1) may be rewritten 
as 
Fjx(y,p) = -a(x(y,p) ,Y,P)hY - ~(x(YDP)dJdJ)*p ’ 
(6.4) 
dx(y,p) = -a(X(Y,P) ,Y&)dy, 
and we obtain 
(7.2) 
which in turn can be written as an equation in differential co- 
efficients, 
(r(6ci/6x) - (6a/6p)) - (a(dr/dx) - (dr/dy)) = 0. (7.3) 
This equation represents an integrability condition for (6.4) 
[71. 
At some point, Fontaine must have decided that (6), al- 
though a coherent formalism, contained certain redundancies. 
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That is, he decided that a single differential operator 6, de- 
fined by 
6F = A6x + B6a if F = F(x,a), (8) 
sufficed to express differentiation both along curves and between 
or across curves; this is the more familiar way of dealing with 
problems involving families of curves. This conclusion is ar- 
rived at by observing that in limiting cases the two expressions 
in (6) are transformed into one another. That is, whenever curves 
approach each other, da + 0, in which case dF + Adx in (6). The 
question is, does it follow that dF -+ & (as it seems it should)? ' 
The answer is yes, because if curves approach each other, dx -+ x 
as well, in which case dF + A2 = > too. But then a single expres- 
sion, like (8), can represent all forms of differentiation; it is 
no longer necessary to distinguish between differentiation "along 
curves" and "between curves." Indeed, it is easy to show that 
(7.3) can be written as 
(71(601/6x) - (SW6p) 1 - (a(6r/6x) - (6n/6y) ) = 0, (7.4) 
as a result of the redundancy of information represented in the 
duplication of coefficients A in (6.3) [8]. But Eq. (7.4) is 
virtually indistinguishable from the integrability condition for 
the 3-variable total differential equation in a single operator 
(obtained from (4), say, after replacing d notation by 6 nota- 
tion). More generally, and for precisely the same reasons, (7-l) 
can be rewritten as 
(7.5) 
which is virtually indistinguishable from commutativity of the 
mixed, second-order partial differential coefficients of F. 
Fontaine's other results in the calculus of several variables, 
such as the homogeneous function theorem of 1737 which, the fol- 
lowing year, was used to integrate homogeneous, integrable equa- 
tions (4)‘ can also be accounted for by shifting to a single 
differential operator from the 2-operator formalism. 
By proceeding so that his solutions to the synchrones [1737] 
and his method of integrating first-order ordinary differential 
equations 117381 appear to take the form of exercises in the 
‘calculus of several variables, rather than the "fluxio-differential 
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method," Fontaine effectively abandoned the geometric entity--the 
individual curve--as the foundation for the differential calculus. 
From the beginning, the curve had been intrinsic to the very idea 
of differentiation. This is made plain in [Bos 1974-1975, 5-91. 
In the shift from two operators to one, coordinates or variables 
took over the position of preeminence that the curve had enjoyed. 
Naturally, when the distinction between differentiation along 
curves and between curves is no longer essential and, as a con- 
sequence, the a-operator formalism is abandoned, the phenomenon 
of degeneracy --of the kind that materialized in the application of 
the 2-operator formalism to a problem like that of the tautochrone 
--is lost altogether. If F = F(x), where x is a coordinate along 
a member of a family of curve segments out of which a curve like 
the tautochrone is composed, then, as before, j, = dx, b = dF. 
Meanwhile, since F is independent of the parameter running over 
the family, B = 0 in (6), which then takes the form 
. 
dF = Adx, P=Ax. (6.5) 
But then it is clear that in this case one of the two expressions 
in (6.5) suffices to describe everything, since i = dx, j = dF. 
(In fact, this is all that is involved in the phenomenon discussed 
in note [2].) This is another reason to seek a single differen- 
tial operator that can be used to express all cases of differentia- 
tion. However, it is important not to minimize the significance 
of such degeneracies of the 2-operator formalism. They do not 
arise in a problem like the brachistochrone because, for one thing, 
neighboring curves in the family associated with that problem (the 
variations of the minimal curve sought) do not degenerate. When 
degeneracies do arise, as in the case of the tautochrone, it is 
because the curve sought is composed of a family of curve segments 
whose neighboring members are degenerate. In this case the 2- 
operator formalism, in which the individual curve segments in the 
family are regarded as distinct, cannot in practice distinguish 
between differentiating along one of two neighboring segments and 
differentiating between them, when the particular quantity differ- 
entiated is independent of the parameter running over the family. 
The increasing algebrization of the differential calculus, 
which involved its extraction from traditional geometric settings 
[91, was reflected in a shift like Fontaine's from a 2-operator 
formalism to a single differential operator. In Fontaine's case 
the net result was a calculus of several variables. Fontaine was 
not the only one headed in this direction at this time. For exam- 
ple, Nikolaus I Bernoulli had, years before, obtained similar but 
more limited results while trying to solve problems in families 
of curves. However, Bernoulli and the other investigators ap- 
proached the problem somewhat differently from Fontaine. (Their 
investigations are described with consummate skill in [Engelsman 
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19821.) In Fontaine's case, the 2-operator "fluxio-differential 
method," having roots in his approach to the brachistochrone 
[1732] and tautochrone 117341, is the key to the origin of the 
calculus of several variables in his work. This helps to account 
for Fontaine's strange Claim, made in the second edition of his 
solution to the tautochrones [1734/17641, that "every theorem to 
be used in the integral calculus [that is, in his methods of in- 
tegrating differential equations, appearing in [Fontaine [176411 
is hidden" in his memoir of 1734 [Fontaine 1764, 151. It also 
helps to account for the claim made in 1739 by Johann I Bernoulli 
that he and his kin could not understand the calculations in 
Fontaine's method of integration [1738] [Bernoulli 1739]! The 
"fluxio-differential method" may appear to have been a rather 
long-winded and overly formal way to obtain some elementary re- 
sults in the calculus of several variables. Nevertheless, it 
represents a novel way of uniting certain problems generally 
thought of as part of the calculus of several variables with 
problems of variational calculus via "families of curves." Thus 
it may help to elucidate a persistent tendency to confuse the 
characterization of extremal problems (ones involving true min- 
imum principles) with the application of variational methods 
(algebras of operations applied to variations, which are nothing 
more than families of curves). This confusion is the subject of 
remarks in [Truesdell 1968, 242, n. 41 and in [yourgrau & 
Mandelstam 1968, 1751. 
NOTES 
1. [Bos 1974-19751 contains the definitive study of the 
Leibnizian differential as well as the distinction between "in- 
dependent" and "dependent" variables which accompanied the 
emergence of the notion of "functions of independent variables" 
out of problems connected specifically with differential (as 
opposed to finite) equations. 
2. My interpretation of “dp = qdx” appearing in footnotes 
8 and 18 of [Greenberg 1981al is erroneous. While this result 
resembles a certain "Lagrangian rule" invoked throughout [Green- 
berg 1981al and [Greenberg 19821, it is in fact not a "rule" at 
all, as we have just seen. While such instances of the collapsing 
of the 2-operator formalism stem from the very conception of the 
problem at issue (the tautochrone) as involving a family of curves, 
and the particular way in which Fontaine's operators are tied to 
its members, the phenomenon itself is not all that peculiar. 
After all, if a variable is constant (or things take place inde- 
pendently of that variable) at some point in a calculation involv- 
ing the modern calculus of two variables, then the calculus col- 
lapses into the modern differential calculus of a single variable 
at that place in the calculation. In modern notation for deriv- 
atives, it makes no difference whether something like aF/ax or 
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like dF/dx is written at that point in the calculation in this 
case. A parallel sort of thing occurs at certain points in 
Fontaine's calculations, which is what footnotes 8 and 18 were 
supposed to explain. 
3. x = (p2 - y 
2 l/2 
1 is a l-parameter family of curves, 
parametrized by p, and a solution of dx + (y/x)dy - (p/x)dp = 0. 
On the other hand, x2 + y2 - p2 = k is not a l-parameter family 
of curves in the parameter p, although for constant values of k 
it is a solution of 2xdx + 2ydy - 2pdp = 0, which (except for 
division by x) is the same as the previous equation. Since the 
nonsingular solution of Eq. (5) in the text is already a l-param- 
eter family of curves, it stands to reason (or one could guess) 
that a l-parameter family of curves could not possibly be the 
general solution to (4), which is an equation more general than 
(5) --and that, instead, a 2-parameter object of some sort, in 
the parameters p and k, is necessary. Alexis-Claude Clairaut 
[1740a, 308-3131 was apparently the first to interpret the inte- 
gral of an integrable equation (4) as an integral surface in 
rectangular coordinates x, y, and p. This gives rise to the idea 
that perhaps the general solution of (4) is a l-parameter family 
of surfaces. 
4. -It follows from dF = Adx + Bd.a that % = &ix + A& + 
&da + B&, which is equal to &dx + A& + EGda + Bx by substi- 
tutions. Meanwhile, from p = A? and by means of substitutions, 
it follows that d(P) = dAi + Ad(g) = (Cdx + Dda)i + Ad (2) =’ 
Cidx + DGda + Ad (2) . Subtracting the left- and right-hand sides, 
respectively, of the two equations from one another yields dF - 
d(E) = A (z - d(i)) + (E - D)ida + B&. Then, under the assump- 
tions stated above, E - D = 0 simply follows from choosing 2 # 0, 
da # 0. This derivation should be compared with the solution to 
the tautochrone appearing in [Greenberg 1981a, 260-262; 1982, 16- 
171. 
5. See, for example, [Clairaut 1740bl. 
6. In terms of "whole symbol" notation, 6 (F + G)/~x = 
(6F/6x) + (&G/&x) and 6(F + G)/6a = (6F/6a) + (6G/6a) follow 
from 6 (F t G) = 6F t BG; and d(F + G)/dx = (dF/dx) + (dG/dx) from 
d(F + G) = dF t dG. Likewise, 6 (FG)/~x = F(6G/6x) + G(&F/Sx) and 
6(FG)/6a = F(6G/6a) + G(hF/&a) follow from 6(FG) = F6G + G8F; and 
d(FG)/dx = F(dG/dx) + G(dF/dx) from d(FG) = FdG + GdF. 
7. Let x and y be variables or coordinates defined along a 
curve in a family of curves parametrized by p- Then &X(x, y, p) = 
(&~/6x)6x t (&~/6y)6y + (6a/Sp)bp. When x = X(Y, P), the expres- 
sion 6x = -a&y - ~6p from (6.4), satisfied by x =I x(y, p), can be 
substituted to give 6o = ((6o/6y) - o(6CX/6x))&y t ((&a/&p) - 
1~(6a/6x))6p, satisfied by a(x(y, p), Y, P)- Similarly, when x = 
XfY, P), the expression dx = -ady from (6.4), satisfied by x = 
X(Y, P)r can be substituted into da(x, y, p) = (da/dx)dx + 
(da/dy)dy to give da = ((da/dy) - a(da/dx))dy, satisfied by 
a(x(y, p), yr P). It follows immediately that (6a/6y) - a(6a/6x) = 
( da/dy 1 - a (da/ax). Moreover, substituting dx = -ady (from (6.4)), 
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satisfied by x = x(y, p), into dlT(x, y, p) = (dTr/dx)dx + (dlT/dy)dy 
gives dn = ((dn/dy) - a(dn/dx) )dy, satisfied by fl(x(y, p), y, p). 
Now applying 6 to dx = -ady (of (6.4)) gives 6dx = -6ady - addy. 
Substituting into this the expression for 6a satisfied by 
a (x (y&l ,Y ,p) gives 6dx = (a(6a/6x) - (6a/6y) )bydy + (n(da/6x) - 
(6a/6p))&pdy - a6ey. Meanwhile, applying d to 6x = -ady - n6p (of 
(6.4)) gives d&x = -da6y - ad6y - dr&p - rddp. Substituting into 
this the expressions for da and d?r satisfied by a(x(y, p), y, p) and 
Tr(x(y, p), y, p), respectively, and noting that d&p = 6dp = 6(O) = 0, 
gives d&x = (a(db/dx) - (da/dy) )dy6y - ad6y + (a(dm/dx) - 
tdrr/dy) ) dybp. Subtraction yields 6dx - d&x = ( (a (6a/6x) - (&a/&y) )- 
(a (da/ax) - (da/@) ))6ydy + a(dby - 6dy) + ( CT (ha/6x) - (&a/6p) I- 
(a (dr/dx) - (dnr/dy) ) 1 Gpdy . But the differential coefficient of 
the first term on the right-hand side is zero, from the observa- 
tions above, while 6dx - d&x = 0 and d&y - 6dy = 0, in which case 
the desired result falls out by setting 6p # 0, dy # 0. This 
derivation should be compared with the one in note [4].. 
8. For a fixed value of x, the system Gn(x, Y, p) = (h/6x)&x + 
(6~/6y)6y + (b’rr/6p)&p, dv(x, y, p) = (d’rt/dx)dx + (dr/dy)dy reduces 
to 6~ = (6~/6y)6y + (&.rr/&p)&p, dn = (dT/dy)dy, from which (6~/6y) = 
(dm/dy) can be inferred from (6.3) applied to ~(y, p) 5 T(X, y, p). 
Meanwhile, when x = x(y, p), the equation 6x = -a6y - ~rrbp (of (6.4)), 
satisfied by x = x(y, p), can be substituted into the general 
expression for Bv(x, y, p) to give 6lT = ((6Tr/6y) - a(6n/6x))by + 
( (h/6&J) - ~(6-rr/&x))&p, satisfied by 'rr(x(y, p), y, p). Recalling 
from note [7] that dr = ((d~/dy) - a(dr/dx))dy for this case, it 
follows immediately that (&n/&y) - a(&r/?ix) = (dn/dy) - a(dn/dx). 
But the first terms on the left- and right-hand sides of this equa- 
tion, respectively, are the same. Cancellation of a leads to the 
conclusion that (&~/6x) = (dn/dx) as well. Alternatively, if we 
allow Lagrange's general rule that "... 6Z will express a difference 
in Z which will not be the same as dZ, but which will however be 
formed by the same rules, so that by having an arbitrary equation 
dZ = mdx one will have 6Z,= m6x as well" [Lagrange 1760-1761, 3361, 
then the desired results follow in-mediately. 
This is another of the key themes in the exemplary study 
[Bos ;974-19751, which I acknowledge for having provided me with 
so much of the perspective necessary to understand Fontaine's work. 
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